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Abstract: Although submicron (nano)-bubbles (NBs) have been broadly used in the laboratory flotation
processes, the role of critical factors in their generation is not adequately explored in the literature. The
present study investigates the effect of six key factors on generating submicron-sized bubbles and its
application to coarse-sized quartz flotation. Interaction of influential factors is highlighted, which was
generally overlooked in previous studies. These parameters i.e. frother type (MIBC and A65), frother
dosage (50-130 mg/L), air flow rate (0.1-0.4 L/min), pressure in Venturi tube (250-400 kPa), liquid
temperature (22-42 °C) and pH (6-10) were evaluated through software based statistical fractional
factorial design. The size distribution of NBs produced by the principle of hydrodynamic cavitation was
measured using a laser particle size analyzer (LPSA), and Sauter mean bubble diameter (d32) was
considered as the response of experimental design. Batch flotation experiments were performed with
and without the A65 and MIBC-NBs. The results of experimental design showed that relative intensity
of the main factors followed the order of air flow rate>temperature>frother type as the most effective
parameters on the bubble size. It was revealed that the lowest air flow rate (0.1 L/min) produced the
smallest bubbles. Meanwhile, the d32 decreased as the liquid temperature increased, and the bubble size
strongly was related to the frother type and its concentration. Indeed, with changing frother from MIBC
to A65, the reduction in mean bubble size was two-fold. Interaction of frother type with its dosage, air
flow rate and pressure were statistically recognized significant on the mean bubble size, which was
confirmed by p-values. Finally, flotation recovery of quartz particles improved ca. 22% in the presence
of NBs compared to the conventional flotation.
Keywords: coarse quartz particles, bulk nanobubbles (NBs), fractional factorial design, frother type,
temperature
1. Introduction
Nowadays, submicron-sized bubbles a.k.a. nano-bubbles (NBs) or ultrafine bubbles have found many
applications in various industries. Although the title of these bubbles has been remained an argument
in the literature, the term nanobubble is broadly applied in many reports (Nazari and Hassanzadeh,
2020), which is henceforward used in the present paper. They are beneficiated in the medical (Zhang et
al., 2020) agriculture (Neethirajan et al., 2011), food (Kumar et al., 2009), water treatment (Agarwal et
al., 2011; Azevedo et al., 2017), and mineral processing industries (Calgaroto et al., 2015; Nazari et al.,
2018; Nazari et al., 2019; Tao and Sobhy, 2019). Bulk and surface NBs are typically negatively charged,
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have high stability and longevity retention time, along with high surface area per volume (Yekeen et
al., 2017). These properties allow them to be desirably used in froth flotation processes (Hassanzadeh et
al., 2020), although the NBs demonstrate low buoyancy force and move slowly to the froth zone. Several
researchers have shown that NBs produced by hydrodynamic cavitation (HC), selectively alter mineral
surface properties in the case of hydrophobic particles (Hampton and Nguyen, 2010; Fan et al., 2012),
increase flotation kinetics rate (Nazari et al., 2019), enhance the contact angle of the solids and the
particle-bubble attachment force (Fan et al., 2010; Fan et al., 2012; Nazari et al., 2019). The capillary
bridge generated from the coalescence of NBs provides a high probability of particle-bubble attachment
efficiency. They remove oxidation layers from the particle surfaces and reduce reagent consumption
(Zhou et al., 1997; Fan and Tao, 2008).
NBs are generated by various methods including ultrasonic (Farmer et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2000),
water solvent mixing (Lou et al., 2000; Paxton et al., 2004), microfluids (Nirmalkar et al., 2018),
electrolysis (Chen et al., 2015), pressure reduction (Ahmadi et al., 2014; Nazari et al., 2019) and
temperature variation (Zhang et al., 2007). Many researchers have investigated the use of NBs in the
froth flotation. Li et al. (2020) studied the entrainment behavior of kaolinite in nanobubble- assisted
flotation. They disclosed that bulk NBs increased the kaolinite entrainment. Fan et al. (2010) indicated
that the recoverability of coal and phosphate particles improved in the presence of them. Nazari et al.
(2019) investigated the construction of NB generator and their application to the flotation of coarse
quartz particles. They reported an increase of 21% in the recovery of quartz particles. Xiao et al. (2019)
addressed the effect of sodium oleate on the adsorption morphology and mechanism of nanobubbles
on the mica surface. The results indicated that the nanobubbles are highly selective for the activation
sites on the mineral surface in the adsorption mode. Other than fine (<20 µm) and coarse-sized (>100
µm) particles, most recently Rulyov et al. (2020) examined the role of microbubbles produced by
MBGen-0.012 generator in cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, C19H42BrN) solution in flotation
efficiency of medium size (50−80 µm) glass beads (ballotini). They reported a significant increase in the
flotation rate and the ultimate recovery using combined macro- and micro-bubbles.
A common method to produce ultrafine bubbles in the flotation system is the HC. This action occurs
when the liquid pressure with a sudden increase in flow velocity reaches below a critical amount
(Brennen, 2014; Nazari et al., 2018). Fig. 1 shows the generation of NBs by changing process factors.

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of nanobubble generation by the hydrodynamic cavitation

Although the application of NBs in froth flotation systems is extensively reported in the literature,
there is little technical information supporting the role of effective parameters in their properties (size
distribution, surface charge and stability). In this regard, Meegoda et al. (2018) addressed the stability
and surface charge characteristics of hydrodynamically caveated bubbles by varying gas nature (air,
oxygen, nitrogen, and ozone), salt concentration (0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1 M solutions), pH level (4, 7, and
10), and temperature of the solution (15, 20, and 30 oC). It was found that small-sized bubbles were
generated under high solution pH values, and bubbles were bigger and unstable in acidic solutions.
These results supported the hypothesis that the amount of OH- ions on the surface governed the stability
of NBs. Higher pH levels with a significant concentration of OH- ions generated smaller and stable
bubbles with higher zeta potential values. The solution temperature showed no significant change in
the bubble size. Following this, Azevedo et al. (2016) generated NBs by decreasing the pressure of
deionized water and characterized the mean size and concentration of the bubbles via nanoparticletracking analysis. They found that the bubbles became smaller and more electronegative when the
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medium pH changed from 3 to 8; the mean diameter halved from 500 to 250 nm, and the zeta potential
reduced by approximately 40 mv units. Most recently, Nazari and Hassanzadeh (2020) showed the role
of three commonly used frothers (MIBC, pine oil and A65) and one collector (DDA) in the stability of
the bubbles. It was found that DDA-NBs were the most stable ones followed by pine oil-, MIBC- and
A65-NBs, which was related to its frothability property, longer hydrocarbon chain and OH- function.
Also, Pourkarimi et al. (2017) studied the median size and volume of NBs generated through the HC by
varying the frother type and its dosage, pressure in Venturi tube, gas types, air flow rate, pH,
temperature and diameter of the Venturi tube by means of central composite design (CCD). The bigger
diameter of Venturi tube and higher value of the pressure led to larger and smaller bubble sizes,
respectively. One principle issue concerning these studies is that none of them considered the
interaction of the influential factors. For example, by changing the temperature, rate of dissolved gas
and even pH varies inherently, which have been entirely overlooked. Therefore, it is un-preferential to
utilize one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) method because of ignoring the interaction effect of parameters
(Hassanzadeh et al., 2019). Nowadays, it is known that design of experiment (DOE) combined with
statistical modelling, is a powerful, economical and practical technique to study the multivariable
systems and to analyze the processes, especially in the mineral processing industries. This methodology
quantifies the relationship between the controllable input factors and the obtained outputs even in the
presence of complex interactions (Azizi et al., 2020).
In this study, the impact of six key factors (frother type, frother dosage, air flow rate, pressure in the
Venturi tube, liquid temperature and pH) and interaction of the effective factors on generating NBs
were investigated by a fractional factorial design. This design offers a powerful evaluation capability
for determining the most significant influential parameters. Further, flotation experiments of coarse
quartz particles were undertaken with and without the NBs as a proof of concept.
2.

Materials and methods

2.1. Materials
Coarse quartz sample (high purity of >99%), taken from Techno Silis Inc. (Hamedan, Iran) with the
size of –425+106 µm and specific gravity of 2.65 g/cm3 was used for flotation experiments. Jaw and roll
crushers were applied to reduce the particle size down to approximately 100 µm. Then, the quartz
particles were sieved at -425+100 µm range and prepared for the flotation experiments. Table 1 presents
the particle size distribution obtained by sieving process.
This size fraction was opted based on the results of our previous work (Nazari et al., 2019). Table 2
exhibits the sample characteristics using Philips PW 2404 X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRF).
Dodecyl amine (99%, CH3(CH2)10CH2NH2) with a dosage of 50 mg/L was used as a collector. MIBC
(98% purity, methyl isobutyl carbinol, C6H14O) and A65 (98% purity, polypropylene glycol C6H14O3)
with the concentration of 50 mg/L were used as a frother for flotation experiments. Also, MIBC and
A65 with a concentration of 50 to 130 mg/L were used for producing NBs. Furthermore, pH was
adjusted employed hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%, Merck GmbH) and sodium hydroxide, NaOH (Merck
GmbH).
Table 1. The particle size distribution of coarse quartz samples
Sieve size (µm)
+425
-425+300
-300+212
-212+106
-106

Weight (g)
0.00
41.7
36.6
62.7
0.00

Cumulative passing (%)
100.0
70.6
44.5
0.00
0.00

Table 2. The results of XRF analysis for the quartz particles
Component
Content (wt%)

SiO2
99.901

* L.O.I is the loss on ignition

Al2O3
0.011

CaO
0.010

Na2O
0.007

Fe2O3
0.010

K2O
0.007

MgO
0.004

P2O5
0.005

SO3
0.008

L.O.I*
0.037
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2.2. Contact angle measurement
Contact angle measurement of quartz powder was conducted by Washburn method. The Lauda
Tensiometer (TE3, LAUDA, Germany) was applied to quantify wetting behavior of the whole surface.
The contact angle was measured by means of the precise adjustment of the immersion/receding rate
and micrometer-accurate measurement of the immersion dept. Its value for the quartz sample after
flotation tests was achieved 89.70◦.
2.3. Generating submicron(nano) bubbles
The NBs were generated using the HC concept via a laboratory generator designed and developed at
the Iranian Mineral Processing Research Center (IMPRC) (Fig. 2). Production of NBs was conducted at
22-42 °C using tap water. Basically, a great amount of water was stocked while its characteristics such
as temperature, conductivity and pH were monitored in daily routine. We utilized the stored water in
all the experimental works to avoid its contamination and keeping its effectiveness on the results
constant. To analyze water properties, the inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS,
Perkin-Elmer ICP/6500, USA) was used. Table 3 represents its chemical characteristics. Moreover, air
flow rate was adjusted at 0.1 to 0.4 L/min and the pressure was considered 250 to 400 kPa.
Table 3. The concentration of target elements in tap water
Element
ICP
(ppm)

Na
250

Ca
50

Mg
30

K
8

Sr
0.2

Ba
0.1

B
1

Si
6

As
<0.05

Pb
<0.05

Zn
<0.05

Mn
<0.05

Cu
<0.05

Cr
<0.05

Cd
<0.05

The NB generator was consisted four major parts: i) air (gas) entry, ii) application of pressure on the
air/water mixture, iii) the zone of reduction or pressure drop and iv) the part of release of the dissolved
air. The purpose of air entry was to increase air dissolution into water to increase the cavitation
efficiency and produce NBs (Ahmadi et al., 2014; Nazari et al., 2019).
To generate NBs, water and a specific amount of frother were initially mixed. The prepared solution
was pumped through a centrifugal pump to a Venturi tube with a specific dimension, and later, as
shown in Fig. 2 filtered air was injected into the solution upstream of the pump. The pump was free of
leaks and corrosion-resistant. With the use of two static mixers in the down-stream and up-stream of
the pump, the dissolution of air at the entrance of Venturi tube was increased. Depressurization of the
air-saturated water led to the generation of the bulk NBs. Bubble sizes were measured by laser particle
size analyzer (Master size 2000, Malvern, UK) as a widely utilized approach in the literature (Ahmadi
et al., 2014; Pourkarimi et al., 2017). The average diameter of d32 (Sauter mean bubble diameter) was
used to determine the mean bubble sizes, which is accepted as a well-known indicator (Shahbazi, 2015;
∑ &(

Kracht and Moraga, 2016) and formulated as 𝑑"# = ∑ &'). The d32 is the volume-to-surface mean bubble
'

diameter, produces the same surface area to volume ratio as the bubble size distribution (BSD); it is
usually applied to determine the mean bubble size in analysis of flotation systems. The device was
regulated in a way to operate quintuple to meet desirable reproducibilities in the sense of measuring
d32s. Fig. 3 shows the BSDs of NBs under the identical operating conditions.
2.4. Design of experiments
Design expert software (Demo v.7.0.0 State-Ease, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA), randomized fractional
factorial design (26-2), was used to investigate six effective parameters (frother type, frother dosage, air
flow rate, pressure drop in Venturi tube, liquid temperature and pH) on the bubble size. This specific
design permits to estimate all main effects and interaction of parameters. By introducing the data to the
software, 24 set of tests (N = 2(-.#) + 8 = 24) were undertaken, including eight central points, while the
desired response was the bubble size. Table 4 shows the experimental design, factors and their levels.
Meanwhile, experiments were repeated twice (except for central tests), and results were averaged.
Reproducibility of the experiments is performed by the the central tests. For instance, central tests for
frother of A65 are run 18 (d32= 307 nm), run 20 (d32= 303 nm), run 22 (d32= 294 nm) and run 24 (d32= 288
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nm). As considered, the changes for mean bubble size is very low under identical experimental
conditions including pH=8, frother dosage= 90 mg/L, air flow rate= 0.25 (L/min); temperature= 32 °C,
pressure= 325 kPa. In other words, these repetitions give an average of 298±8.4 nm in 95% confidence
level. After conducting all the experiments, the average diameter of NBs so-called Sauter mean bubble
diameter (Hassanzadeh et al., 2017) was obtained as shown in Table 4. It needs to be pointed out that
the range of factors studied was selected based on a series of primary experiments and pervious works
published in this field (Pourkarimi et al., 2017; Nazari et al., 2018; Nazari et al., 2019; Nazari and
Hassanzadeh, 2020).

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the laboratory set-up system for NB generation (Nazari et al., 2019)
1112 nm
1637 nm
841 nm
219 nm
3448 nm
548 nm
263 nm
432 nm
601 nm
647 nm
655 nm
655 nm

(a)

Volume (%)

6

4

2

8

395 nm
2015 nm
263 nm
173 nm
708 nm
299 nm
145 nm
247 nm
307 nm
303 nm
294 nm
288 nm

(b)

6

Volume (%)

8

4

2

0
0

1

100

Bubble size (nm)

10 000

0
0

1

100

10 000

Bubble size (nm)

Fig. 3. Bubble size distribution of generated NBs by means of a) MIBC and b) A65 for different mean bubble sizes

2.5. Flotation experiments
The experimental work was performed in a 1 L laboratory mechanical flotation cell, 10% (w/w) solid
content (141 g initial mass of quartz) and at an air flow rate of 30 L/h. The cell was agitated with the
rates of 900 and 1100 rpm in case of with and without NBs, respectively. The collector and frother were
conditioned for 2 and 1 min, respectively. Frother was added through two ways:
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Run
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Table 4. Proposed experiments with design expert software with fractional factorial design
Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor
Response:
Bubble
A: Frother
B: Frother
C: Air flow
D: Pressure
E: pH
F: Temperature
size (nm)
type
dosage (mg/L) rate (L/min)
(kPa)
(oC)
MIBC
A65
MIBC
A65
MIBC
A65
MIBC
A65
MIBC
A65
MIBC
A65
MIBC
A65
MIBC
A65
MIBC
A65
MIBC
A65
MIBC
A65
MIBC
A65

50
50
130
130
50
50
130
130
50
50
130
130
50
50
130
130
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
325
325
325
325
325
325
325
325

6
10
10
6
10
6
6
10
6
10
10
6
10
6
6
10
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

22
22
42
42
42
42
22
22
42
42
22
22
22
22
42
42
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32

1112
395
1637
2015
841
263
219
173
3448
708
548
299
263
145
432
247
601
307
647
303
655
294
655
288

I. without NBs, the frother was introduced directly into the flotation cell.
II. with NBs, 77% of the frother (770 mL) was introduced into the cell in the form of NBs and after 30 s,
the residual frother (23%, 230 mL) was directly added. Also, the NBs were entered to the flotation cell
with the time span of 12 s. It is worth mentioning that the frother consumptions in Venturi tube at the
air flow rate of 0.4, 0.25 and 0.1 L/min were 2.57, 1.61 and 0.64 mg/L, respectively.
Ultimately, flotation was performed with opening the air flow rate. Concentrates were collected after
2.5 minutes. The quartz recovery was calculated based on the following Equation:
4

𝑅 = 5 × 100

(1)

where R (%), C (g) and F (g) are the recovery, concentrate and feed masses, respectively.
3.

Results and discussion

3.1. Estimation of mean bubble size
Statistical analysis of the results obtained from 24 experiments was performed to show if the effect of
process parameters was statistically significant. This was implemented through the analysis of variance
(ANOVA) as a commonly used statistical technique (Rath et al., 2013; Hassanzadeh and Karakas, 2017)
to demonstrate the effect of different factors by the total variation into its appropriate components. The
result of ANOVA analysis for the bubble size was shown in Table A1 in the appendix. Also, a
mathematical function for statistical analysis of the results was presented (Equation A1).
In that Equation, F-value is a criterion to compare the model with residual variances. The ratio will
be close to 1 if the variances are close to the same. The F-values of the proposed model and also the very
low probability of 0.0001 indicate the significance of the model. P-values less than 0.05 indicate that the
importance of model parameters is significant within the 95% confidence interval. These findings can
also be affirmed from the graphs illustrated in Fig. 4, which applies to further check the adequacy of the
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model. Figure 4 indicates the residual normal probability (Fig. 4a), predicted values versus actual data
(Fig. 4b), Box-Cox plot which is a tool to estimate the transfer power of the model (Fig. 4c) and internally
studentized residuals values amongst predicted values (Fig. 4d). As seen, the residual values (the
deviation between the predicted and actual values) follow the normal distribution well. Additionally,
the R-squarred (R2) value of 0.9986 is indicative of the high accuracy of the proposed model to foreseeing
the responses.
In addition, the behavior of influential factors was assessed by the perturbation plots, as shown in
Fig 5. This graph was obtained by Design expert software in the state of without transeformation, and
it helps us to compare the effect of all the factors at a particular point in the design space. A steep slope
or curvature in a factor indicates that the dissolution rate is sensitive to that factor (Katal et al., 2020). In
this plot, factors are studied with their codified values for uniform comparison according to the
following equation (Azizi et al., 2020):
x: =

;< .;=

(2)

∆;

where xi implies the dimensionless coded value of the ith factor, Xi denotes the actual value of the factor,
X0 represents the value of Xi at the center point and ΔX is the step change value.
It can be observed from Fig. 5 that, to produce NBs by means of the HC, three factors including air
flow rate, temperature and frother type were significant model terms. Other parameters had less effect
on NBs generation. Consequently, according to the results, the smaller bubbles could be achieved using
a high air flow rate, a low temperature and A65 frother at a low concentration. In general, it is found
that the significance of the essential terms is in the order of air flow rate > temperature > frother type >
pressure > frother dosage > pH. More detailed discussions in this regard can be found in section 3.2.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 4. Statistical diagnostics of model
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Perturbation plot showing the relative significance of factors for frothers of (a) MIBC and (b) A65 based on
coded values

3.2. Effective parameters
3.2.1. Frother type and its concentration
One of the most effective parameters on the bubble diameter and bubble velocity is frother type
(Hassanzadeh et al., 2018). The size of ultrafine bubbles significantly influences the effectiveness of their
application and depends on the concentration of a collector/frother used for their generation (Rulyov
et al. 2020). Fig. 6a displays that A65 produces relatively smaller and reasonably uniform bubbles than
MIBC. This is also confirmed by the data presented in Table 4 (runs 17-24) and Fig. 7. It is observed from
Fig. 7a that the mean bubble size reduces from about 601 nm to 312 nm with the change in frother type
from MIBC to A65. Meanwhile, considering Table 4, it is found that the decrement in bubble size was
doubled with selecting A65 frother. Additionally, it can be seen from Fig. 7b that by increasing the
dosage of MIBC from 50 to 130 mg/L under conditions including 8 pH, 90 mg/L frother dosage, 0.25
L/min air flow rate, 32 °C temperature and 325 kPa pressure, the bubble size falls from about 780 nm
to 477 nm. However, for A65, the rise of concentration has no positive effect on the mean bubble size in
the range investigated (Fig. 7c).
As seen in Table 4, under a constant experimental condition (air flow rate=0.25 L/min, pressure=325
kPa, pH=8 and temperature=32 oC) by only varying the frother type at the constant dosage of 90 mg/L,
the mean bubble sizes for MIBC and A65 were obtained as 639±25 nm (average of runs 17, 19, 21 and
23) and 298±8 nm (average of runs 18, 20, 22 and 24), respectively. In addition to the bubble size,
volumetric concentration and stability of generated NBs via these surfactants is another crucial factor,
which we discussed them in detail in our previous work (Nazari and Hassanzadeh, 2020). It was found
that they produce NBs with somewhat similar stabilities that MIBC-NBs were slightly more stable. The
reason for such phenomenon can be argued from different perspectives such as chemical functionality,
ionic strength, adsorption mechanism and solubility (Ahmadi and Khodadadi Darban, 2013;
Pourkarimi et al., 2017). Further observations regarding their surface properties and surface tension
measurements can be helpful for a profound understanding of this concept.
Table 5 comparatively represents the chemical structure and other related characteristics of both
frothers. As seen, the molecular weight of A65 is relatively higher than MIBC leading to an excessive
change of the surface tension and possibly intensive zeta potential of the bubbles. Guven et al., 2020
reported that CCC of polypropylene glycol and MIBC as 3 and 10 ppm for conventional-sized bubbles,
respectively, which is relatively below the results reported in Table 5. This discrepancy can be related
to the variant measurement methods. They indicated that polypropylene glycol is more surface-active
agent than the rest of surfactants tested, including MIBC, which is in line with our conclusion regarding
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their effectiveness on the water-gas interface. In this scope, Pourkarimi et al. (2017) also examined five
different frothers at 100 mg/dm3 i.e. MIBC, Pine 90, Flo-Y-S (mixed fatty acid), propylene glycol (A65),
PEB 70 and Apirole. They sorted them based on the obtained d50(nm) of the created bubbles with an
identical generation method as Pine 90<Apirole<A65<MIBC<PEB 70, however, the reason of such
behavior was overlooked.
Table 5. Relevant properties of the studied frothers
Frother

Molecular
weight
(g/mol)

Structure

MIBC

Surface
tension

Solubility
(g/L)

Critical
Coalescence
Concentration
(ppm)

(mN/m)

100.16

22.70

17.00

20.00

134.17

36.51

Miscible
(completely)

25.00

HO

CH3
A65

H

OH
O

n

Fig. 6b demonstrates the role of frother dosage (50, 90 and 130 mg/L) on the d32 based on the
experimental runs. As seen, there is an optimum frother dosage (90 mg/L) where the generated bubbles
have shown slightly smaller quantities with low variance. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the
interactive effect of frother type and its concentrate can be an influential factor for this trend.
Interestingly, neither Fan et al. (2010) nor Meegoda et al. (2018) considered the interaction of frother
type and its dosage on the Sauter number and bubble zeta potential. According to Equation B1, it is
clear that the interaction of frother types and their dosage negatively affects d32.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. The role of a) frother type and b) frother dosage on d32 based on runs

3.2.2. Air flow rate
Air flow rate has a vital impact on the occurrence of cavitation. Bubble average diameter was decreased
with developing air flow rate from 0.1 to 0.4 L/min (Fig. 8a). It can also be observed from Fig. 8b and
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 7. The effect of a) frother type and b) MIBC dosage and c) A65 dosage on d32 based on model predictions
(predictions conditions: pH= 8, air flow rate= 0.25 L/min, temperature= 32 °C, pressure= 325 kPa)

Fig. 8c that with changing air flow rate in this range, the mean bubble size sharply reduces from 629 to
243 nm (Fig. 8b) and from 432 to 168 nm (Fig. 8c) when MIBC and A65 are used as a frother, respectively.
It is noteworthy that these results were obtained when other factors were kept constant at 8 pH, 90
mg/L frother dosage, 32°C temperature and 325 kPa pressure. The decreased size of NBs with
increasing the air flow rate was attributed to the increasing dissolved gas magnitude. The gas solubility
affects the nucleation process of NBs. So, gas molecules with high solubility can be closer to each other
in solution. Therefore, the bubble nucleation was easily happened, and smaller NBs were formed due
to the more nucleation sites. Furthermore, it was shown previously that the gradient of dissolved air
decreased at bubble-water interface leading to remaining the air and the pressure inside NBs constant
(Zhang et al., 2005; Hamamoto et al., 2008). Consequently, the bubble stabilities increased and also
caused the bubble size to become smaller. Ahmadi and Khodadadi Darban (2013) as well as Pourkarimi
et al. (2017) have investigated the effect of air flow rate on the NBs size. They found that bubble sizes
reduced with enhancing the air flow rate at the constant temperature. Also, Arias et al. (2009) have
demonstrated that bubble size was increasing as a function of the gas flow rate, which was in
contradictory of the observation of Duong et al. (2019). Regarding the effect of changes in liquid flow
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rates, the size of bubbles reduced as air flow rate increased (Arias et al., 2009). Also, Meegoda et al.
(2018) proved that the gas pressure and gas flow rate were major contributors to the bubble size. This
was relatively supported by our findings that air flow rate is given as one of the crucial factors; however,
the influence of pressure drop is not significantly effective on the d32 at the studied ranges.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. The role of air flow rate on mean bubble size based on runs (a) and model predictions: (b) MIBC and (c)
A65 (predictions conditions: pH= 8, frother dosage= 90 mg/L, temperature= 32 °C, pressure= 325 kPa)

3.2.3. Temperature
Fig. 9 shows the impact of liquid temperature as one of the critical factors on the mean bubble size. As
seen, by increasing the temperature from 22 oC to 42 oC, the bubble size rises up. As can be observed
from model predictions (Fig. 9b), the mean bubble size strongly enhances from 334 nm to 737 nm when
MIBC is used as a frother at pH of 8, frother dosage of 130 mg/L, air flow rate of 0.25 L/min, and
pressure of 325 kPa. Whereas, under these conditions for A65 frother, the mean bubble size increased
from 230 nm to 518 nm. The reason for this can be owing to the fact that the temperature causes the
formation of a bubble at a lower liquid flow velocity in the Venturi tube, which is in relation to
enhancement of water vapour pressure and, consequently, a reduction in the number of cavitation.
Also, an increase in the liquid temperature leads to an improvement of the bubble density. The
temperature impact on the bubble size has remained an argument in the literature yet. We presume that
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temperature dependence of the gas solubility in water can be a possible reason while a slight gas
solubility variation in water might cause a considerable impact on the bubble size. In this regard, Fan
et al. (2012) investigated the interlinked effect of slurry temperature and dissolved oxygen gas content
on the median size of the NBs generated by the hydrodynamic cavitation. It was pointed out that the
d32 considerably increased with increasing the temperature (25-28 oC) at each level of O2(g) concentration
(7.3-8.8 ppm). This conclusion generally fits our finding, where we explore it even for higher
temperatures (>28 oC). Following this, Zhang et al. (2005) observed surface NBs generated by waterethanol exchange method on mica by tapping mode in AFM. They found that the temperature not only
significantly affects the NB size, but it impacts its shape by dominantly deforming bubble lateral size.
Also, the bubbles detected in 37 oC were larger than 32 oC and 42 oC. Considering the previous outcomes
and the results given in Figure 9, we believe that the interconnected effect of solubility, dissolved oxygen
rate and potential charge of bubbles all together lead to observe larger mean bubbles in higher
temperatures.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Mean bubble size as a function of the temperature based on runs (a) and model predictions (b) MIBC and
(c) A65 (predictions conditions: pH= 8, frother dosage= 130 mg/L, air flow rate= 0.25 L/min, pressure= 325 kPa)

3.2.4. pH
The effect of pH on the mean bubble size is shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen, the average size of NBs
was reduced with increasing pH from 6 to 8 (Fig 10a). It implies that pH 8 creates uniform bubbles with
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little size variation. In general, it is clear from the results presented in purtabtion graph (Fig. 5) that
among factors, pH has the lowest influence on the mean bubble size. Meanwhile, Table A1 and equation
A1 demonestrate that pH has no cosidereble impact on the mean bubble size. Additionally, to obtain a
better underestanding of pH behavior, we added pH into model and plotted its effect in Fig. 10b and
Fig. 10c. As seen, with the increase of pH from 6 to 10, the average size of NBs dropped slightly from
608 to 595 nm for MIBC (Fig 10b) and from 315 to 310 nm for A65 (Fig 10c) under conditions: frother
dosage of 90 mg/L, air flow rate of 0.25 L/min, temperature of 32 °C, pressure of 325 kPa. Mostly, it is
perceived that OH- group adsorption (because of enthalpy difference in hydration between OH− and
H+ ions) was dominant at bubbles interface and negative charge of bubble zeta potential in deionized
water was determined (Najafi et al., 2007; Elmahdy et al., 2008). By increasing pH, the negative zeta
potential of the NBS enhances due to the absorption of OH- ions. The high value of zeta potential creates
a surface repulsive force. Other than that, NBs tend to repel each other at high zeta potentials. Increasing
bubbles surface charge and electrostatic repulsion force makes smaller bubbles (Wu et al., 2012;
Meegoda et al., 2018). Also, the developed electrical double-layer supposedly provides a repulsive force,
which prevents inter-bubble aggregation and coalescence (Hamamoto et al., 2018). Recently, Bu et al.
(2019) investigated the average size and zeta potential of nanobubbles in different reagent solutions and
pH values (2-12). The NBs were generated by dispersing a supersaturated air-water mixture in a mixing
chamber, and then causing the breakup of microbubbles in a Teflon hose. The size and zeta potential of
the bubbles were measured by dynamic light scattering. They found that the solution pH effect on
bubble size was extremely low, however, zeta potential reduced in all solutions, while pH enhanced

(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 10. The impact of pH on the d32 based on runs (a) and model predictions (b) MIBC and (c) A65 (predictions
conditions: frother dosage= 90 mg/L, air flow rate= 0.25 L/min, temperature= 32 °C, pressure= 325 kPa)
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from 2 to 12. The same conclusion was reported by Cho et al. (2005) that bubble size stayed similarly at
~750 nm in the entire pH 2–12. Hamamoto et al. (2018) created the NBs by a pressurized dissolution
method while pH of the original water was adjusted to either 5 using HCl (1 mM) or 11 using NaOH (1
mM). It was indicated that the NBs were more stable under higher pH level.
3.2.5. Pressure
The flow rate in Venturi tube is a function of the upstream pressure, the throat area, the density and
saturation pressure of the liquid (Brennen, 2014). As can be seen in Fig. 11, the NBs generated by
employing high pressure have smaller diameter than those in low pressure. It was found that the bubble
size after pressurization was decreased. As a matter of fact, the gas solubility in solution increased with
the increase of the pressure and led to the formation of smaller NBs (Wang et al., 2019). Furusaki (2001)
observed the effect of pressure on the bubble size distribution. They found that the bubble size was
coarser at atmospheric pressure while it became smaller at high temperatures. Bubble formation at gas
distributor, bubble coalescence and breakup were effective factors on bubble size. Also, the effect of
seawater on bubble size was studied by Johnson and Cooke (1981). They showed that bubbles in
seawater contracted when the pressure was increased. Also, bubbles with diameters of 0.75 to 2.25 µm

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11. Obtained bubble Sauter number as a function of pressure drop in Venturi tube based on (a) runs and (b)
model predictions using MIBC and (c) A65 (predictions conditions: pH= 8, frother dosage= 90 mg/L, air flow
rate= 0.25 L/min, temperature= 32 °C)
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were decreased in number by slightly more than one third, while those greater than about 5 µm were
reduced by a factor of more than ten. In this study, the bubbles were covered with a surface film of
organic surfactants which making them stable. Salt water inhibits coalescence of bubbles and surface
area to cause coalescence between bubbles was small. Domnick and Durst (1995) showed the increase
in the static pressure at the upstream of the constriction and passed the vena contracta (the point in a
fluid stream where the fluid velocity is maximum) at the constriction lead to the smaller bubble, and
the number concentration of bubbles decreased with the reduction of static pressure. This result is due
to bubble nucleation, growth and coalescence.
3.2.6. Interaction of main factors
In addition to the main effects, the influential parameters interact with each other. Interaction effects
indicate that a variable influences the relationship between independent and dependent variables.
Studies in the literature yet disregarded the interaction effects of given parameters on nanobubble sizes.
Figure 12 depicts the interaction effects between factors. As shown in Equation A1 and Fig. 12, the
interaction of AB (frother type and its dosage), AC (frother type and air flow rate) as well as AD (frother
type and pressure) are statistically significant on the mean bubble size which is confirmed by p-values
(Table A1). According to Fig. 12, different slopes indicate an interaction effect while parallel lines
suggest no interaction between the variables. Fig. 12a demonstrates that the relationship between

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12. Interaction plots of two variables a) frother type and frother dosage, b) frother type and air flow rate and
c) frother type and pressure
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frother type and mean bubble size changes direction based on the frother dosage. For high frother
concentrate, there is a positive relationship between frother type and d32. The graph indicates that d32s
are larger for A65 when its concentration is 50 mg/L. Fig. 12b displays that when the frother type is
MIBC and air flow rate is in high level (0.40 L/min), it results in smaller mean bubble sizes. It can be
possibly contributed to coalescence of NBs by increasing the air flow rate. Fig. 12c also exhibits that
using A65 either in high or low pressures values does not have significant influence on the d32. However,
if the frother type is MIBC, lower pressure induces smaller-sized bubbles. The findings obtained via
Han et al., 2002, indicates that the bubble size decreases when the pressure drop increases up to a
pressure of 3.5 atmospheres and at higher pressures from this critical value, the bubble size does not
reduce. Also, Han et al. (2019) reported that the change in the pressure was resulted in an increase in
the turbulence intensity and it caused to an increase in the gas-liquid interaction frequency and
consequently d32 reduced.
3.3. Flotation experiments
Fig. 13 shows the flotation recovery of coarse-sized quartz particles in the presence of two frother types
(MIBC and A65) at the air flow rate of 30 L/h. As can be seen, in case of both frothers and for all fraction
sizes, quartz recovery with NBs is higher than that without NBs. The probable reason is that the NBs
act like a secondary collector binding coarse particles with coarse bubbles, which ultimately strengthen
the buoyancy force of attached-particles to the bubbles (Ahmadi et al., 2014; Nazari et al., 2019).
According to the results, without NB (Fig. 13a), the resultant Rmax for A65 and MIBC was respectively
61.55% and 76.84%. As presented in Table 5, not only the molecular weight but also the surface tension,
and critical coalescence concentration of A65 are greater than MIBC. These properties of A65 result in
lowering generated bubble sizes in comparison with the MIBC, which in turn shrinkage the particlebubble attachment efficiency. Since A65 inherently has higher molecular weight and varies the pulp
surface tension more than the MIBC, intensive change of bubble surface zeta potential and its
frothability is anticipated. Hence, particles can easily detach from the bubbles due to high surface area
of bubbles and coarse size range of particles. In contrast to A65, MIBC produces larger bubbles, which
could carry coarse particles. It is also well-known that coarse particles have more affinity to colloid with
large bubbles leading to an increase in the particle-bubble collision sub-process (Hassanzadeh et al.,
2016). Therefore, a desirable collision and attachment occur between bubbles and particles. Detailed
information concerning the effect of particle and bubble sizes on particle-bubble interactions (collision,
attachment and stability) of quartz flotation can be found elsewhere (Kouachi et al., 2017).
In the presence of NBs with the air volume content of 0.4 L/min, the R∞ for A65 and MIBC was
obtained 76.84% and 92.29%, respectively (Fig. 13b). The results presented in Fig. 6a support that A65NBs are relatively smaller and reasonably uniformer than MIBC-NBs, which this statement was recently
confirmed by Pourkarimi et al. (2017). Other than bubble size, A65-NBs are more effective on the bubble
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Fig. 13. Recovery of coarse quartz particles using A65 and MIBC a) without NBs and b) with NBs (MIBC and
A65= 50 mg/L, DDA= 50 mg/L)
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surface charge than the MIBC-NBs, which can be assumed concerning their properties given in Table 5.
Increasing the bubble zeta potential increases the surface repulsion forces and thus prevents them from
interconnecting and merging (Elmahdy et al., 2008; Ahmadi et al., 2014). This allows the particles attach
to the bubbles and recovery increases, as shown in Fig. 13b. So far, zeta potential of A65 and MIBC-NBs
remains in the literature as an ongoing argument how the partially-ionized micelles and monomers
behave in an equilibrium state in water-bubble and mineral-water interfaces when the NBs are stable in
a suspension. Further studies are required for more clarifications.
4. Conclusions
In this research, main and interaction effects of six key parameters were evaluated on BSD of generated
NBs using the hydrodynamic cavitation system. For this purpose, well-known fractional factorial-based
design (26-2) was utilized. Frother type (MIBC and A65), frother dosage (50, 90 and 130 mg/L), air flow
rate (0.1, 0.25 and 0.40 L/min), pressure in the Venturi tube (250, 325 and 400 kPa), liquid temperature
(22, 32 and 42 oC) and pH (6, 8 and 10) were variable and the Sauter mean diameter was considered as
the response. Finally, flotation of coarse-sized quartz particles with and without NBs in a laboratory
mechanical flotation cell was examined.
The experimental results indicated that three parameters critically influenced on d32 of NBs which
could be orderly sorted as air flow rate> temperature> frother type. Using A65 statistically produced
significant smaller bubbles than the MIBC. By rising the temperature from 22 oC to 42 oC, the bubble
size increased. Temperature induced formation of bubbles at a lower liquid flow velocity in the Venturi
tube, which was due to an increase in water vapor pressure and, consequently, a reduction in the
number of cavitation. Also, growing the temperature increased the density of bubbles. Furthermore, by
changing the air flow rate from 0.1 to 0.4 L/min, the amount of dissolved gas in the solution was
enhanced, which led to decreasing the concentration of gas at the interface of the gas-liquid which
improved stability of the NBs and resulted in smaller mean bubble sizes. Thus, it was concluded that
the smaller bubbles were generated with the increase in air flow rate for both types of frother, but
generated bubbles by the A65 were smaller than the MIBC. It was also found that alkaline pH was
favorable for producing smaller-sized NBs mainly owing to greater adsorption of the OH- group and
its effect on negatively charging the bubble surfaces. Eventually, the comparative results obtained from
the flotation experiments in the presence and absence of NBs indicated that the recovery of coarse
particles was up to 22% excecisive than that in the absence of NBs.
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Nomenclature
NBs
CBs
MIBC
A65
ANOVA

Nanobubbles
Conventional bubbles
Methyl isobutyl carbinol
Polypropylene glycol
Analysis of variance

R
C
F
d32
BSD

Flotation recovery (%)
Concentrate mass (g)
Feed mass (g)
Sauter mean diameter
Bubble size distribution

Appendix
Appendix A: The given ANOVA tabulated for the studied fractional design according to the Equation
A1.
1/sqrt (d32) = 0.049 + 0.00788´A + 0.0017´B + 0.013´C + 0.00279´D - 0.00998´F - 0.0033´A´B +
0.00119´A´C + 0.00119´A´D + 0.00189×A´B´D - 0.00103´A´B´F
(A1)
R2=0.9986, Adj R2=0.9975
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where d32 is average diameter (nm), A is the frother type, B is the frother concentrate, C is the air flow
rate, D is the pressure, E is the pH and F is the temperature. Also, A´B is the interaction effect of frother
type and frother concentrate, A´C denotes the interaction effect between frother type and air flow rate
and A´D shows influential effect of frother type and pressure.
Table A1. ANOVA for the factorial factorial model
Source

Sum of squares

Df*

Mean square

F-value

Model
A: Frother type
B: Frother
concentrate
C: Air flow rate
D: Pressure
F: Temperature
AB
AC
AD
ABD
ABF
Residual
Lack of fit
Pure error

6.57E-03
9.94E-04
4.60E-05

10
1
1

6.57E-04
9.94E-04
4.60E-05

935.39
1414.18
65.41

p-value
Prob>F
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001

2.86E-03
1.24E-04
1.59E-03
1.74E-04
2.25E-05
2.27E-05
5.70E-05
1.70E-05
9.13E-06
4.98E-06
4.16E-06

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
13
7
6

2.86E-03
1.24E-04
1.59E-03
1.74E-04
2.25E-05
2.27E-05
5.70E-05
1.70E-05
7.03E-07
7.11E-07
6.93E-07

4063.7
176.67
2267.83
247.95
32.04
32.25
81.05
24.26

< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.0003

1.03

0.496

*DF—degrees of freedom
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